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a: for windows 8 or 10, please follow these instructions: go to control panel, programs and features. click on turn windows features on or off (left side). check the box next to '.net framework 3.5 (includes.net 3.0 and 2.0)'.
click ok and this will install the framework for you automatically. for older windows, please download and install this: .5 the rustangel pro (basic) is the most complete icon pack that contains icons from rustangel pro (basic)
available for hire. it contains a variety of icons in various categories, sprite packs, and animation packs. the rustangel pro (basic) is the most complete icon pack that contains icons from rustangel pro (basic) available for hire.
it contains a variety of icons in various categories, sprite packs, and animation packs. rustangel pro (basic) contains 1090 icons. all the icons in this pack are editable, and are suitable for use as desktop backgrounds and
applications skins. rustangel pro (basic) includes a wide variety of icons to suit all of your personal needs, and is a design that is particularly suited to projects such as websites, social networks, and smartphones. with
rustangel pro (basic), you can get a variety of high-quality icons for your projects. in addition to icons, you'll get a wide selection of vector, editable and custom shapes, eps files for graphics work, and sprite sheets. all
products have been delivered from the united states and have followed all health and safety rules, however in rare cases shipments are sent by less safe means. it is the buyers responsibility to inspect all shipments before
giving it's content to your facility. if any packages are damaged or found to be hazardous we will promptly replace them. please contact us for a full refund if this was the case.
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